AZDEL® ROT PROOF, COMPOSITE SIDEWALL PANELS ON BOARD

WEATHER SHIELD +™ SUPERIOR PROTECTION FROM THE ELEMENTS

THE MOST FEATURE PACKED LITE & MID-PROFILE 5TH WHEEL AVAILABLE TODAY.
TOW-ABILITY, DESIGN, & QUALITY

TOW-ABILITY  We believe that a natural towing experience (one in which you can forget that you’re actually pulling an RV) can be achieved through great aerodynamics, engineering, & the use of modern, lightweight (but more robust) building materials. With the advent of Chaparral’s Turn Tec™ Engineering & Azdel® composites, we’ve taken tow-ability to a whole new level.

DESIGN  In product design, we strive to create interiors that feel residential & exteriors that excite. As avid campers, & because we listen to our customers, we design products that are functional, practical, & easy to use.

QUALITY  For over 50 years Coachmen has invested in state of the art facilities & technology that promotes efficient, quality-focused work. Every RV is put through a series of inspections by both uncompromising machines & humans alike, with the goal of making every Chaparral the very best one that we can build.

There’s a reason why Chaparral® is more maneuverable than all other 5th wheels of comparable size. There’s a reason why our designers spend so much time inside & outside of our fifth wheels (taking the time to talk with people who use them). Finally, there’s a reason why we’ve invested so heavily in technology, equipment, & modern materials that ensures the quality of our fifth wheels...

Explore the Difference

Tow-ability

Design

Quality
GREATEST VALUE FOR ALL

CHAPARRAL OFFERS A VARIETY OF 5TH WHEELS CATERING TO MOST ALL CUSTOMER NEEDS, AS WELL AS A VAST RANGE OF AFFORDABLE PRICE POINTS, WEIGHTS, & LENGTHS. WHETHER THE PRIORITY IS TOWING WITH A 1/2 TON TRUCK, OR SLEEPING A FAMILY OF TEN, CHAPARRAL HAS NEARLY EVERY 5TH WHEEL CUSTOMER NEED COVERED.

ALL OF THE CHAPARRAL SERIES ARE CONSTRUCTED ON THE SAME PRODUCTION LINE WITH THE SAME CORE CONSTRUCTION METHODS, INSULATION, & HIGH QUALITY MATERIALS. THIS CLEAR ADVANTAGE PROVIDES CONSISTENT RELIABILITY, INCREASED R-RATINGS, & IMPROVED TOWING ADVANTAGES THROUGHOUT OUR ENTIRE PRODUCT LINE.

CHAPARRAL LITE & MID-PROFILE (MID) PRODUCT LINES

✦ CHAPARRAL X-LITE FIFTH WHEELS ARE FULLY FEATURED & OFFER A MODERN CHARCOAL DECOR & AN EXTERIOR THAT EXCITES WITH AN AUTOMOTIVE PAINTED CAP & X-PACKAGE GRAPHICS. X-LITE’S THREE SLIDE FLOOR PLANS ARE BUILT WITH A LOWER PROFILE & WEIGHT DESIGNED FOR 1/2 TON & 3/4 TON TRUCKS.

✦ CHAPARRAL LITE FIFTH WHEELS ARE FULLY FEATURED & OFFER A WIDE VARIETY OF LUXURIOUS, THREE SLIDE FLOOR PLANS THAT ARE BUILT WITH A LOWER PROFILE & WEIGHT DESIGNED FOR 1/2 TON & 3/4 TON TRUCKS.

✦ CHAPARRAL MID-PROFILE FIFTH WHEELS ARE DESIGNED WITH 3/4 TON GAS & DIESEL TRUCKS IN MIND, COMBINING GREAT TOW-ABILITY & LIGHTER WEIGHT; WITH SPACIOUSNESS, LUXURY, & A MULTITUDE OF FEATURES TYPICALLY FOUND IN MUCH HIGHER PRICED FIFTH WHEELS.
TURN TEC™ ENGINEERING & FRONT CAP
THE DIFFERENCE MAKERS

CHAPARRAL PRIDES ITSELF ON PROVIDING BEST IN CLASS TOWING. WITH A CHAMFERED FRAME & AN AGGRESSIVE CAP DESIGN, CHAPARRAL IS ABLE TO ACHIEVE AN INDUSTRY LEADING 90° TURNING RADIUS. THIS INCREDIBLE MANEUVERABILITY IS COMBINED WITH ONE OF THE MOST AERODYNAMIC CAP DESIGNS EVER FOUND ON A 5TH WHEEL! IN ADDITION, THE FRONT OF OUR UNITS STAND OUT AMONG THE COMPETITION BECAUSE OF THEIR WHITE COLOR*, WHICH REFLECTS HEAT & WON’T FADE OVER TIME.

✦ 90° TURNING RADIUS
✦ AERODYNAMIC DESIGN
✦ WHITE CAP WON’T FADE IN THE SUN (LITES & MIDS)
✦ WHITE REFLECTS HEAT/UV AWAY FROM THE 5TH WHEEL (LITES & MIDS)
✦ TURN TEC™ MAY NEGATE THE NEED FOR EXPENSIVE SLIDER HITCHES~

~ WITH MANY OF TODAY’S 6FT. BED (OR LARGER) TRUCKS — SEE DEALER FOR DETAILS. *= WHERE APPLICABLE

NOTES

SHORT BED FRIENDLY*

CHAMFERED FRAME
Sidewall delamination & water damage equal big headaches for RVers. This is why Chaparral has incorporated Azdel® composite sidewall panels for over 10 years, virtually eliminating these problems. Azdel® is impervious to mildew, rot, & mold, with the added benefit of being 50% lighter than wood, while achieving 3x the insulation value.

During our 2-step lamination process, Azdel® is vacuum bonded to double welded, aircraft grade aluminum, & high density (2lb.), closed cell block foam insulation; creating one of the strongest & longest lasting sidewalls in the RV industry.

- American made
- 50% lighter than Luan
- 3x the insulation value of wood
- Impervious to mildew, rot, & mold (unlike Luan)
- Virtually eliminates de-lamination (void of moisture)
- Double welded, aircraft grade aluminum framed
- 2-step lamination (vacuum bonded)
- High density (2 lb.), closed cell block foam insulation

If a 1/8” thick polystyrene cup protects hands from scalding coffee, imagine how well a 2” wall with 2lb. closed cell foam protects your Chaparral!
Dexter® Axles & Suspension

Chaparral proudly utilizes Dexter® axles, which are manufactured right here in the USA. Dexter® has led the industry in axle design for over 50 years, with over 45 million axles installed. We utilize their 7,000 lb. axle on most MIDS & 5,100 lb. on all of the rest. Dexter’s E-Z Flex® suspension system (standard on MIDS, optional on Lites, N/A X-LITES) reduces 80% of vertical acceleration when compared to a standard equalizer.

✦ Made in the USA!
✦ 7,000 lb. or 5,100 lb. Axles (7,000 lb. 360IBL & larger - 5,100 lb. 336tsik & shorter)
✦ E-Z Flex® Suspension (Std. MIDS, Opt. Lites, N/A X-LITES)
✦ 5 Year Warranty + Lifetime Weld Warranty*

* = Effective for models produced after September 1, 2016

Unobstructed Pass Through & Docking Station

Chaparral has deliberately designed the largest & most functional pass through storage in its class (free of black vertical pipes & obstructions). First, you’ll find a docking station providing most maintenance & hook up functions in one convenient location. Next, we’ve included a 110V outlet, 12V battery disconnect, & cable/satellite hookups. Finally, we are one of very few manufacturers who insulates their entire upper deck/pass through storage with 97% reflective Radiant Barrier®.

✦ Larger Pass Through, Unobstructed (Free of Black Vertical Pipes)
✦ Convenient Docking Station/Water Management
✦ 97% Reflective Radiant Barrier®
✦ 110V Outlet, Tool Storage, & Cable TV Hookup
✦ 12V Battery Disconnect & Black Tank Flush
✦ Thick Insulated Doors W/ Metal Slam Latches (Magnet Latch, MIDS)
✦ Water Filtration Prep (MIDS)
ELECTRIC AWNING & ENT. CENTER

An awning is one of the most important features on an RV; it allows customers the ability to spend more time outdoors while protecting them from the elements. Our electric awning allows users the simplicity of a one touch button to fully extend & retract. Additionally, our customers will easily find their way back to base camp with our bright white LED awning strip. While under the awning, you'll never miss the game with our unique outside TV bracket (Mids) & all-weather LED backlit speakers.

✦ Fully Automatic Electric Awning (One Touch)
✦ Clear, Bright White LED Strip
✦ All-Weather LED Outside Speaker System
✦ Outside TV Bracket (Mids)

BOLT ON ACCESSORY RECEIVER BRACKET PREP

Storage is an important concern for any RV buyer, & at Chaparral we have worked hard to exceed our customers’ expectations; for that reason, we've included (standard) in each model, bolt-on accessory receiver prep. These bolt-on brackets work in coordination with our optional 1-1/4” accessory receiver, capable of 150lb. capacities. Bike rack & bicycles are shown for demonstration use only. 1-1/4” accessory receiver is optional.

✦ Standard bolt-on accessory receiver prep in all series
✦ Easily removable
✦ Available w/ 1-1/4” accessory receiver option
(150 lb. capacity **accessory use only** can not be used for towing)

Notes
BACK-UP CAMERA PREP

SAFETY COMES FIRST, & CHAPARRAL HAS PROVIDED CONVENIENT PRE-INSTALLED & PRE-WIRED PREP FOR A BACK UP CAMERA SYSTEM, STANDARD IN ALL CHAPARRAL SERIES. THE CAMERA SYSTEM ITSELF IS AVAILABLE DIRECT FROM WAYINTERGLOBAL NETWORK® (WAYINTERGLOBAL.COM). OUR PREP IS DESIGNED FOR MODEL CL-718W-D 7, WHICH PROVIDES WIRELESS OPERATION UP TO 30 METERS, UP TO FOUR SPLIT SCREEN CAPABILITY, & OPTIONAL RECORDING WITH AN SD CARD FOR SECURITY.

- PRE-INSTALLED & PRE-WIRED (VIA RUNNING LIGHTS)
- WORKS WITH OPT. MODEL “DRIVE” CL-718W-D 7” TFT LCD (16:9)
- CAMERA SYTEM AVAIL. AT HTTPS://WWW.WAYINTERGLOBAL.COM/STORE/
- OR CALL TO ORDER: 1-574-971-4490

WINEGARD® AIR 360˚ HDTV/RADIO ANTENNA

- 360˚ RECEPTION — NO AIMING OR POINTING, ALWAYS READY FOR RECEPTION, GRABS SIGNALS UP TO 50 MILES AWAY
- CRANK-FREE DESIGN — FIXED HEIGHT REQUIRES NO CRANKING UP OR DOWN. NO NEED TO REMEMBER TO STOW ANTENNA BEFORE DRIVING AWAY
- LOW PROFILE, AERODYNAMIC DESIGN — AERODYNAMIC MOUNT OFFERS SUPERIOR WIND RESISTANCE, IS SMALLER, & Requires LESS ROOF SPACE THAN TRADITIONAL RV ANTENNAS
- DURABLE, DOME STYLE CONSTRUCTION — TESTED FOR DURABILITY, PROVIDING PEACE OF MIND & LESS CHANCE OF DAMAGE FROM HAIL & TREE LIMBS
- PRE-WIRED FOR AFTERMARKET (ADDITIONAL) WIFI EXTENDER/LTE DOME

THE DIFFERENCE MAKERS
THE DIFFERENCE MAKERS

Many of Chaparral’s new outside kitchens/entertainment centers have been completely redesigned with durable steel components, a slide-out stainless steel Capital™ grill* (which ties directly into our LP quick disconnect), a slide-out prep table*, fridge*, & prep for our optional 50” LED HDTV* (TV bracket is standard).

- 50” TV PREP* { BRACKET STANDARD}
- 50” LED HDTV OPTION* {RV TESTED}
- STAINLESS CAPITAL™ GRILL* {TIES INTO LP QUICK DISCONNECT}
- SLIDE OUT PREP TABLE*
- 110V FRIDGE*
- DUAL USB CHARGING STATION*, EXTRA 110V OUTLETS*, & LED LIGHTING*

Deluxe Outside Kitchen/Entertainment Center*

Available in: 285RLS, 285X, 298RLS, 391QSMB, 392MBL, & 373MBRB * = WHERE APPLICABLE
COLEMAN MACH AIR®

Peaceful, quiet comfort is key in all Chaparrals, so we only use Coleman Mach Air® air conditioners, providing the highest cooling output money can buy (lower volume, but higher output).

50 Amp service with wiring, framing, Dual Zone controller, & 2nd A/C ducted prep is standard equipment on all Chaparral Series. In addition, we provide an upgraded 15K living room A/C (standard in Mids & X-Lites, opt. Lites), & a 13.5K bedroom upgrade as a convenient option.

✦ Highest cooling output in its class
✦ Lower volume/higher output than competitors
✦ 50 Amp 2nd A/C prep, wiring, & Dual Zone controller are standard equipment in all Chaparral Series
✦ Combined & insulated A/C ducting
   (Living & bedroom ducting is combined!)

TPO ROOF WITH 12 YEAR WARRANTY
{TPO = THERMOPLASTIC OLEFIN}

Our design team is continuously researching building materials that can improve our customers’ ownership experience & the longevity of their investment. Our non-felt backed TPO membrane eliminates black streaks because of its solid color through & through. TPO also remains flexible, maintaining UV, cracking, & hail resistance through its entire lifetime (even without costly add-on roof membrane sealers, which are not required).

✦ No black streaks (solid color throughout)
✦ Not affected by environmental contaminants
✦ UV, crack, & hail resistant throughout lifetime
✦ No costly UV protection treatment or special cleaners required!
✦ 12 Year limited warranty on membrane

Per factory warranty, all seals should be checked every 6 months
WEATHER SHIELD+™ (ALL SERIES!)

CHAPARRAL’S WEATHER SHIELD+™ INSULATION SYSTEM WAS CONCEIVED FROM THE LATEST IN AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGY, COMBINING RADIANT BARRIER® PROTECTION, ALONG WITH MODERN INSULATION MATERIALS SUCH AS CLOSED CELL BLOCK FOAM, AZDEL® COMPOSITES, & RESIDENTIAL BATTEN INSULATION. THIS CREATES A WEATHER BARRIER THAT SHIELDS THE ENTIRE INTERIOR OF ALL CHAPARRALS; IMPROVING COMFORT & ENERGY EFFICIENCIES, WHILE EXTENDING OUR CUSTOMERS’ CAMPING SEASON... A CHAPARRAL ADVANTAGE!

✦ BEST IN CLASS INSULATION (WEATHER SHIELD +™)
✦ RADIANT BARRIER® USED THROUGHOUT THE ROOF, CAP, REAR WALL, UNDERBELLY, SLIDE END PANELS, MAIN SLIDE FLOOR, SLIDE ROOF, UPPER DECK, & FULLY ENCLOSED/HEATED UNDERBELLY
✦ AZDEL® COMPOSITE SIDEWALL PANELS (3X THE INSULATION OF LUAN)
✦ HIGHER DENSITY (2 LB.) BLOCK FOAM INSULATION (SIDEWALLS & FLOOR)
✦ BATTEN INSULATION, USED IN COMBINATION WITH RADIANT BARRIER® (ROOF, FRONT CAP, REAR WALL, & SLIDE END PANELS)

NEW, SOLID STEP® ALUMINUM ENTRY STEPS

SOLID STEP® ENTRY PROVIDES A MUCH MORE RIGID & STABLE ENTRY PLATFORM. THESE LIGHTWEIGHT ALUMINUM STEPS RESIST RUST, ENSURING LONG-LASTING DURABILITY. THE ALUMINUM TREAD PLATES INCLUDED ANTI-SLIP RIDGES & TRACTION STRIPS. SOLID STEP® PROVIDES A CLEAN, MODERN APPEARANCE TO CHAPARRAL, & CONSISTENT, SMOOTH OPERATION FOR MANY YEARS TO COME.

✦ EXTRA LARGE TOP STEP TO AVOID MISSTEPS
✦ LIGHTWEIGHT, WITH SLEEK EURO-STYLE DESIGN
✦ DURABLE ALUMINUM STEPS (WON’T RUST)
✦ RIDGED, ANTI-SLIP STRIPS WITH TRACTION
✦ 3 TO 4 STEP MODELS (3 STEP IN X-LITE & LITE - 4 STEP IN MIDS BUILT AFTER 12/1/18)

THE DIFFERENCE MAKERS

WEATHER SHIELD+™

SOLID STEP® ENTRY STEPS
ABUNDANT STAINLESS REFRIGERATOR CONFIGURATIONS

Chaparral provides one of the most diverse refrigerator offerings available today. We have an option for every size family & need. If dry camping is your thing, we provide a gas/electric 8 cubic ft. (std. Lites, X-Lites, & Mids), all the way up to a 12 cubic ft. side-by-side option. New is our 10 cubic ft. 12V option, & if destination camping is your goal, we offer a beautiful 14.7 cubic ft. French door option with dual freezer drawers that includes a 1,000 watt, pure sine wave inverter for extended cooling.

✦ 8 CUBIC FT. STAINLESS FRIDGE STANDARD IN X-LITES, LITES, & MIDS
✦ 10 CUBIC FT. 12V STAINLESS FRIDGE AVAILABLE IN ALL X-LITES, LITES & MIDS
✦ 12 CUBIC FT. STAINLESS FRIDGE AVAILABLE ON:
  ‣ All mid-profiles (n/a lites & 360ibl)
✦ 14 CUBIC FT. STAINLESS RESIDENTIAL FRIDGE AVAILABLE ON:
  ‣ All mid-profiles (n/a lites & 360ibl)

UPGRADED STAINLESS APPLIANCES (ALL SERIES)

A 5th wheel kitchen shouldn’t be a compromise, & Chaparral is leading the pack with our true residential 30” microwave, a standard feature in all mid-profiles (n/a lite & x-lite).

✦ XL 30” STAINLESS MICROWAVE IN ALL MIDS (RV SIZE IN LITE & X-LITE)
✦ 21” STAINLESS OVEN W/ PIEZO COOKTOP & OVEN IGNITION
✦ RESIDENTIAL STYLE COOKTOP GRATES
✦ GLASS COOKTOP COVER
✦ ADDED TRANSOM WINDOW AT COOKTOP

Great for ice storage!
WELL THOUGHT OUT STORAGE SOLUTIONS

CHAPARRAL PROVIDES BEST IN CLASS STORAGE SOLUTIONS FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY. OUR WELL THOUGHT OUT DESIGNS INCLUDE 75LB. TO 100LB. BALL BEARING DRAWER GUIDES THAT EASILY SLIDE OUT & LOCK IN PLACE*. LED MOTION SENSOR LIGHTS ALSO HELP TO MAKE FINDING ITEMS MUCH MORE CONVENIENT. WE EVEN IN INCLUDED SLIDE OUT TRASH CANS, A 110V. OUTLET, & BUILT-IN PLATE DIVIDERS IN SELECT MODELS.*

✦ XL, RESIDENTIAL Sized Pantries
✦ 75LB. - 100LB. BALL BEARING DRAWER GUIDES & REAL PLYWOOD DRAWERS*
✦ CONVENIENT MOTION SENSOR LIGHT*
✦ BUILT-IN PLATE DIVIDERS IN SELECT MODELS
  • 285RLS, 30RLS, 30RLS, 306TTHK, 366RLB, 373MBHB, 381HQB, 391QSMB, AND 392MBL ONLY * WHERE APPLICABLE

KITCHEN… THE HEART OF THE HOME

THE DIFFERENCE MAKERS

XL RESIDENTIAL PANTRY STORAGE*
LED LIGHTING

LED LIGHTING IS THE WAY OF THE FUTURE, LASTING UP TO 50 TIMES LONGER THAN A STANDARD INCANDESCENT BULB. & THAT IS WHY IT IS FOUND THROUGHOUT ALL CHAPARRAL 5TH WHEELS. NOT ONLY ARE LEDS BRIGHTER THAN THEIR INCANDESCENT COUNTERPARTS, BUT THEY ALSO SAVE ENERGY, DRAWING LESS POWER FROM THE BATTERY. CHAPARRAL FEATURES LED LIGHTING IN ALL ROOMS, CLOSETS, & PANTRIES, WITH ATTRACTIVE PUCK LIGHTING IN LIVING AREAS; THIS LENDS A MUCH MORE RESIDENTIAL, HIGH END APPEARANCE.

✦ SIGNIFICANTLY BRIGHTER
✦ LESS DRAW ON BATTERY
✦ HIGHER END PUCK STYLE LIGHTING & NEW MOTION SENSOR LIGHTS IN SELECT AREAS.
✦ LASTS UP TO 50 TIMES LONGER THAN INCANDESCENT

XL FREE STANDING TABLE & CHAIRS*

CHAPARRAL MID-PROFILES INCLUDE AN EXTRA LARGE FREE STANDING TABLE & CHAIRS AS STANDARD EQUIPMENT (OPTIONAL IN X-LITES & LITES). OUR XL BRAZILIAN WALNUT FINISHED TABLE HAS A LARGE LEAF WITH STORAGE BUILT-IN. THE CHAIRS ARE COMFORTABLE, WITH PLENTY OF PADDING WHERE IT COUNTS, & ALSO INCLUDE HIDDEN STORAGE BUILT-IN.

✦ EXTRA LARGE FREE STANDING TABLE W/ LEAF & BUILT-IN STORAGE
✦ LARGE ADDITIONAL LEAF FOR INCREASED TABLE SIZE
✦ BUILT-IN STORAGE UNDER EACH PADDED SEATING LOCATION

* = WHERE APPLICABLE

Notes

| | | | |
**50”-55” DELUXE ENTERTAINMENT CENTER**

All Chaparral series/models have been redesigned to include a deluxe entertainment center that can accommodate an optional 50”-55” LED HDTV (size based on model), AM/FM, CD, DVD player with Bluetooth, storage, & optional 36” wide fireplace.

✦ TV Bracket is standard
✦ Accommodates 50”-55” LED TV (optional, & size is based on model)
✦ Accommodates 36” wide optional fireplace

**36” WIDE ELECTRIC FIREPLACE OPT. (5,200 BTU)**

All Chaparral series/models have been redesigned to accommodate our new optional 36” wide fireplace. This wider electric fireplace design has over 5,200 BTU output, providing a large built-in electric space heater, & alternative heating source vs. propane (conserving fuel for when it’s needed most). The dry heat produced from this heater also helps to eliminate condensation on windows.

✦ 36” Wide Design
✦ Over 5,200 BTU output
✦ Electric heat option for saving propane
✦ Dry heat helps evaporate morning dew/condensation

---

Notes

---

36” Wide Optional Fireplace {5,200 BTU}

50”-55” Deluxe Entertainment Center
LARGE, CROSS-BREEZE FRIENDLY WINDOWS

Most manufacturers will skimp in this location & utilize narrow, stationary windows. Chaparral has rejected this standard utilizing large, functional windows. Customers can open opposing windows on RL’s for a cool breeze across the rear of the coach & a better view of their favorite campsite.

✦ Large, functional windows
✦ Enables cross-breeze
✦ Better view of the great outdoors!
✦ 80% dark tint privacy windows

*=Where applicable

78” THOMAS PAYNE® TRI-FOLD MEMORY FOAM SOFA & THEATRE SEATING WITH HEAT, MASSAGE, & LED LIGHTS*

The sofa & theatre seating on a Coachmen Chaparral redefines what an RV enthusiast should expect out of RV furniture. Long enough to stretch out & comfortable enough to sleep on, our large sofa is an afternoon nap waiting to happen. This sofa converts into a near king size bed with a memory foam mattress. On either side of the sofa is an end table with cup holders, dual USB charging station, & an easily accessible 110v outlet found on both sides of the sofa*. The heated, massage, led lit theatre seats are enough to leave the neighbors drooling.

✦ Durable metal framed hide-a-bed (no uncomfortable support rods)
✦ Largest in class (nearly king size when unfolded)
✦ Comfortable memory foam across entire hab sleeping surface
✦ Dual 110v outlets, dual charging station at sofa end tables*
✦ Theatre seating (wall hugger) with heat, massage, led lights, & cup holders* (applicable to units built after 12/1/18)

*=Where applicable, heat, massage, led lights, etc. N/A X-LITE
ABUNDANT BATHROOM APPOINTMENTS

A large & functional bathroom adds tremendous value to a home, & we have applied this concept to each of our new Chaparrals. Mids include a walk-in shower with seat & sliding glass doors*. Lites & X-Lites include a large radius glass shower*, while both provide a linen closet with extra deep storage, large sink, & a residential medicine cabinet with a wealth of storage... & of course towel holders. Finally, the large skylight allows in a much more natural light while increasing headroom.

✦ LARGE WALK-IN SHOWER WITH SEAT (MIDS*)
✦ LARGE GLASS SURROUND SHOWER (Lites, X-Lites, & 373MBRB)
✦ DEDICATED HEAT DUCT FOR COOLER DAYS
✦ LARGE LINEN STORAGE CABINET
✦ DURABLE THERMOFOIL COUNTERS (NO T-MOLD)
✦ DECORATIVE, MULTI-HOOK TOWEL HOLDERS

* = Where applicable

THE MASTER SUITE

High quality beds can make the difference between a good & bad day, & this is why Chaparral spared no expense. We do so by utilizing the latest in high end sleeping systems from Black Label®, featuring state-of-the-art pillow top technology.

Chaparral also does not utilize a 60”x74” RV-size mattress, but instead opts for the full 60”x80” version found in homes across the country. Additionally, most Mid-Profile models offer a larger King size bed option {72”x80”}.

✦ RESIDENTIAL 60” X 80” QUEEN SIZE BED (LIKE HOME)
✦ BLACK LABEL® PILLOW TOP COMFORT TECHNOLOGY
✦ KING BED OPTIONAL ON SELECT MID-PROFILE MODELS
✦ DUAL 110V. OUTLETS AT BEDSIDE*
✦ INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLLED READING LIGHTS
✦ BUILT-IN CUP HOLDERS IN KING BED SLIDES* (MIDS)
✦ WASHER & DRYER PREP (ALL MIDS N/A 373MBRB)
# CHAPARRAL CONSTRUCTION OVERVIEW

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frame</th>
<th>Slide Rooms/Seals</th>
<th>Woodwork</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wheels &amp; Tires</td>
<td>Jacks, 4/6-Point</td>
<td>Counters &amp; Sinks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Axles</td>
<td>Sidewalls</td>
<td>QC First {In-House}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suspension</td>
<td>Roof</td>
<td>QC First {3rd Party}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underbelly &amp; Floors</td>
<td>Insulation</td>
<td>Warranty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Docking Station</td>
<td></td>
<td>Owner Perks</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Frame, Wheels, Tires, Axles, & Suspension

✦ One Piece I-Beam Frame
  ◦ 8”, 10” or 12” Based on Model
  ◦ More Reinforced Outriggers (Foundation) Used to Attach Floor to Frame
  ◦ Cross Members Provide Additional Support
  ◦ Extruded, One-Piece Construction

✦ Wheels & Tires
  ◦ 16” Radial Tires - Chaparral MIDS
  ◦ 15” Radial Tires - Lites and X-Lite (Opt. for 16”)
  ◦ Aluminum Wheels Standard, Undermount Spare Standard
    ★ 12 Month LionsHead “No Excuses Guarantee”*
    ★ 5 Year LionsHead Manufacturer’s Defect Warranty*

* = Effective with Manufacturer’s Date Code Starting in 2016

✦ Axles & Suspension
  ◦ 7,000 lb. Dexter Axles® on MIDS (5,100 lb. on 27RKS, 298RLS, & 336TSIK)
  ◦ 5,100 lb. Dexter Axles® on all Lites
  ◦ Dexter E-Z Flex® Suspension Standard on MIDS, Opt. Lites
    ★ 5 Year Dexter Axle Warranty* (Industry’s Best Warranty)
    ★ Lifetime Weld Warranty* (Industry’s Best Warranty)
    ★ 8 Lugs on 7,000 lb. Axles/6 Lugs on 5,100 lb. Axles

*= Effective with Manufacturer’s Date Code Starting September 1, 2016

Notes

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
FLOOR & UNDERBELLY

**FLOOR CONSTRUCTION (MULTI-LAYER - SUPER-BONDED)**
- DAMPENING (BACKED) VAPOR BARRIER (DARCO®)
- LAMINATED 1/8" PLYWOOD PANEL
- 2 LB. CLOSED CELL FOAM INSULATION
- DOUBLE-WELDED ALUMINUM FRAMING
- IN FLOOR FURNACE DUCTING (GALVANIZED STEEL)
- DUAL LAYER LAMINATED 1/8" PLYWOOD PANELS (STAGGERED TO ELIMINATE SEAMS)
- CONGOLEUM CARE FREE® VINYL FLOORING (3 YEAR COLD CRACK WARRANTY)
- SHAW R2X® STAIN SHIELD CARPET WITH CARPET PAD IN SELECT AREAS

**INSULATED UNDERBELLY CONSTRUCTION**
- 1/4" THICK, FLUTED (CORRUGATED) COROPLAST®
  - ACTS AS AN INSULATOR
  - PROVIDES PROTECTION FROM RODENTS, ROCKS, & DEBRIS
  - FOAM SEALED AT THE FACTORY
- SECTIONALIZED IN 4 X 8’ PANELS
  - MUCH EASIER TO SERVICE TANKS (NO NEED TO CUT)
- DUCTED HEAT & INSULATED WITH RADIANT BARRIER® (TANK AREA)
  - RADIANT BARRIER® IS A KEY COMPONENT IN ALL CHAPPARRALS WHICH INCLUDE WEATHER SHIELD+™
  - SEALS & MAINTAINS CONSTANT TEMPERATURE WITHIN 2˚F AT GATE VALVE AND TANK AREA
  - ALUMINUM BASED RADIANT BARRIER® ACTS AS A MOUSE BARRIER (RODENTS ARE LESS LIKELY TO CHEW THROUGH ALUMINUM)
CONVENIENT DOCKING STATION FEATURES

- 110V Outlet x 2 (GFI)
- Cable & Satellite Hook Ups (Individual RG-6 Cable Runs)
- Bright LED Lighting
- Outside Hot & Cold Shower
- Black Tank Flush
- Water Filtration Prep (MIDS)
- Water Heater Bypass Valve* (MIDS)
- Heated & Enclosed Remote Gate Valve Connections
- Easy Winterization & Tank Fill Connections
- Clearly Etched Labels for Connections
- Lockable
- Syphon Fill Capability (MIDS)

* = Where applicable

Notes

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**SLIDE ROOMS & JACKS**

- **ALL SLIDE ROOMS ARE ELECTRIC & INDEPENDENTLY CONTROLLED**
  - All main slides are flush floor + rack & pinion (N/A wardrobe slides)
  - Wardrobe slides are 4-point Schwintek® (300 lbs. or less)
  - All main slides can be manually retracted
  - Manual crank tools are provided & mounted in pass-thru storage
  - Main slides are flush floor

- **MULTIPOINT SLIDES SEALS WITH DUAL SQUEEGEE WIPES**
  - All main slides feature multipoint bulb seals
  - All main slides feature built-in moisture wicking wipes, corner compression moldings & weep holes
  - Chaparral wipes feature “no memory” technology meaning they won’t retain shape when folded over for long periods

- **ALL JACKS ARE ELECTRIC & GEAR DRIVEN**
  - Front jacks feature one touch operation & pull pins
  - Rear jacks feature one touch operation
  - 4/6-point electric auto-level is available on all Chaparral series/models (4/6-point opt. based on model), providing interior or exterior control of self-leveling functions, with the ability for manual override
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</table>
SIDEWALLS

✦ SIDEWALL CONSTRUCTION BREAKDOWN (2-STEP/VACUUM BONDED)
  ‣ 3M®, UV RESISTANT DECALS
  ‣ UV PROTECTED GEL COAT FINISH
  ‣ AZDEL® COMPOSITE PANELS
    ★ 50% LIGHTER THAN WOOD
    ★ WILL NEVER MILDEW, ROT, & MOLD
    ★ LESS THAN 1% CHANCE OF DELAMINATION
    ★ INCREASES R-VALUES (SIDEWALL = R11, BEST IN CLASS!)
    ★ 3 TIMES THE INSULATION OF LUAN PANELS
    ★ ODORLESS & FORMALDEHYDE FREE
    ★ INCREASED SOUNDPROOFING VS. LUAN PANELS
  ‣ DOUBLE-WELDED ALUMINUM FRAMING (ETCHED)
    ★ EVERY OPENING FRAMED {DOORS, WINDOWS, APPLIANCES, ETC…}
    ★ WOOD INSERTED INSIDE TUBING TO PROVIDE “BITE” FOR SCREWS
  ‣ MOISTURE CURED URETHANE ADHESIVE COATING (WATERPROOF!)
  ‣ LOCTITE® ADHESIVE APPLIED TO LARGE ALUMINUM TUBES
  ‣ 2 LB., CLOSED CELL BLOCK FOAM INSULATION
    ★ CLOSED CELL FOAM RESISTS MOISTURE
    ★ PROVIDES MORE STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY THAN 1-1/2 LB. FOAM
    ★ ALLOWS FOR LONGER VACUUM BOND TIMES UNDER HIGHER PRESSURE
  ‣ GALVANIZED STEEL BACKERS & WOOD INSERTS
    ★ PROVIDES SUPPORT FOR CABINETS/COAT HOOKS/SECURES SCREWS
  ‣ LAMINATED INTERIOR DECORATIVE PANELING

Notes
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</table>

AIRCRAFT GRADE MATERIALS

2-STEP VACUUM BONDED WALLS
ROOF CONSTRUCTION BREAKDOWN

- **TPO (Thermoplastic Polyolefin) Roof**
  - Solid color through & through (no black streaks)
  - 12 year warranty (water can’t damage)
  - Maintenance free membrane (no dressings required)

- 3/8” Full walk on roof sheathing

- **Radiant Barrier® insulation**
  - Space age technology similar to that used by NASA®
  - Reflects 97.1% of heat from both sides
  - Maintains internal temperature within 2 degrees from ceiling to floor

- Reinforced 5” wood trusses, which are 16” on center
  - Wood trusses don’t attract condensation
  - Wood has the “memory” advantage, which means it has the ability to flex & bounce back. Aluminum won’t allow for the natural movement in RV roof structures
  - Wood trusses insulate, aluminum conducts
  - Wood trusses offer some of the highest strength to weight ratios of any construction material available today!

- 5” batten insulation
- Insulated AC ducts
- Interior decor panels
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**INSULATION & WEATHER SHIELD +™**

SIDEWALLS = R-11+, ROOF = R-38+, FLOORS {INCLUDING UNDERBELLY} = R-30+, + HEATED UNDERBELLY

✦ WEATHER SHIELD +™ SHIELDING CHAPARRAL FROM THE EXTREME

› RADIANT BARRIER® (97.1% REFLECTIVITY) LOCATED IN:
  - ★ ROOF, FRONT CAP, REAR WALL, PASS-THRU (UPPER DECK), MAIN SLIDE ROOM FLOORS, SLIDE ROOM END PANELS, SLIDE ROOM ROOF, & LAMINATED TO THE TOP OF OUR UNDERBELLY UNDERLAYMENT
  - ★ RADIANT BARRIER® IMPROVES BOTH HEATING & COOLING EFFICIENCIES BY REFLECTING HEAT OUT IN THE SUMMER WHILE REFLECTING HEAT BACK IN DURING THE WINTER
  - ★ RADIANT BARRIER® HELPS TO PROVIDE A HEATING FLOOR EFFECT BY MAINTAINING AN AVERAGE 2 °F VARIANCE BETWEEN FLOOR & CEILING

› BATTEN INSULATION LOCATED IN:
  - ★ ROOF, FRONT CAP, REAR WALL, & SLIDE ROOM END PANELS
  - ★ CAN BE USED IN COMBINATION WITH RADIANT BARRIER® WITHOUT FEAR OF CONDENSATION BUILD UP SINCE RADIANT BARRIER® IS PERFORATED

› 2 LB., CLOSED CELL BLOCK FOAM LOCATED IN FLOORS & SIDEWALLS
  - ★ CLOSED CELL FOAM KEEPS MOISTURE OUT
  - ★ 2 LB. FOAM PROVIDES IMPROVED STRUCTURAL INTEGRITY

› FULLY DUCTED HEAT TO SEALED, ENCLOSED, & INSULATED UNDERBELLY, TANKS, & REMOTE DUMP VALVES

➡ CHAPARRAL HAS BEEN 3RD PARTY 110 °F & 0 °F TESTED
➡ AT 0 °F, THE INTERIOR MAINTAINED AN AVERAGE OF 70 °F
➡ AT 110 °F, THE UNIT REMAINED AN AVERAGE OF 76 °F
➡ AT 0 °F, THE TANK AREA MAINTAINED AN AVERAGE OF 56 °F
WOODWORK & CABINETRY

✦ REAL HARDWOOD DRAWERS
  › 75 LB. - 100 LB. FULL EXTENSION DRAWER GUIDES

✦ SOLID WOOD LUMBER CORE CABINET STYLES
  › STYLES ARE MADE OF REAL WOOD, PRE-DRILLED & SCREWED

✦ MORTISE & TENON JOINTS USED ON ALL CABINET FACES
  › PROVEN TECHNIQUE USED FOR THOUSANDS OF YEARS BECAUSE OF ITS SIMPLICITY & STRENGTH

✦ UNIQUE, HAND RUBBED STAINS
  › LOW VOC & WATER BASED
  › DISTINCTIVE APPEARANCE WITH UNIQUE CHARACTER IN EVERY CHAPARRAL

PRE-DRILLED & SCREWED, SOLID LUMBER CORE

UNIQUE, HAND RUBBED STAINS

ALL NEW X-LITE CHARCOAL DECOR
FEATURING BRAZILIAN WALNUT FINISHES

Notes
COUNTERS & SINKS

✦ STANDARD WITH THERMOFOIL COUNTERTOPS {ALL SERIES}
  › SEAMLESS
  › WATERPROOF
  › HEAT & SCRATCH-RESISTANT
  › WON'T DELAMINATE OVER TIME FROM WEAR & TEAR
  › NO T-MOLD INSERTS, WHICH CAN CAUSE COUNTERTOP SWELLING
  › COMES STANDARD WITH MATCHING SINK COVERS {UNITS BUILT AFTER 12/1/18}

✦ SOLID SURFACE COUNTERS ARE OPTIONAL IN LITES & MIDS
  › NON-POROUS
  › EASILY REPAIRABLE
  › MATCHING SOLID SURFACE SINK COVERS {MIDS ONLY}
  › MATCHING FLUSH MOUNT STOVE WITH GLASS COVER IN MIDS

✦ 50/50 STAINLESS, UNDERMOUNT KITCHEN SINKS {ALL SERIES}
  › MODERN & DURABLE, NOT PLASTIC OR ACRYLIC
  › DEEP ENOUGH FOR A LARGE SPAGHETTI POT
  › 50/50 DESIGN MAKES IT EASY TO SOAK, WASH, & RINSE
  › CONSERVES WATER VS. A SINGLE BASIN STYLE SINK

Notes
Quality First {In-House}

Chaparral has strived to provide a quality first approach, leading to pride in ownership for our customers & a 50+ year legacy that passes down through generations of Coachmen® owners.

- Quality control personnel have autonomy to stop production & immediately correct any violations
- All Chaparrals are subjected to rigorous multi-point system checks such as:
  - Water pressure test - ensures no leaks from plumbing lines to water tanks
  - Seal-Tech® test - uses high pressure to ensure all units are free of seal voids in windows, slides, doors, etc...
  - LP test - uses high pressure to ensure no leaks in LP tanks, or gas appliances
  - Electrical test - ensures all electrical systems are free of shorts, circuit overloads, & safe for our customers for years to come

Notes
CHAPARRALS ARE SUBJECT TO 3RD PARTY PDI (PRE-DELIVERY INSPECTIONS) AT AN INDEPENDENT TESTING FACILITY

THese test results are provided to Coachmen's President, our 5th Wheel GM, SM, Plant Manager, Group Leaders, & are finally shared with our production team, being posted where each department clocks in daily. These tests encompass the following (and much more):

- **Water pressure test** - ensures no leaks from plumbing lines to water tanks
- **Seal-Tech® test** - uses high pressure to ensure all units are free of seal voids in windows, slides, doors, etc...
- **LP test** - uses high pressure to ensure no leaks in LP tanks, or gas appliances
- **Rain booth test** - ensures no water can enter the unit while closed/open under high intensity rainfalls
- **Code violation test** - ensures regulatory compliance of all RVDA, state, & federal requirements
WARRANTY
FOREST RIVER WARRANTY

✦ VALID TO ORIGINAL CONSUMER
✦ VALID FOR ONE YEAR FROM DATE OF PURCHASE +
✦ MANY COMPONENTS FEATURE A LONGER (SEPARATE) WARRANTY FROM THE ORIGINAL MANUFACTURER/SUPPLIER:
  › DOMETIC® REFRIGERATOR - LIMITED 2 YEAR WARRANTY
  › NORCOLD® REFRIGERATOR - LIMITED 1 YEAR WARRANTY
  › COLEMAN MACH AIR® A/C - LIMITED 2 YEAR WARRANTY
  › ATWOOD®/DOMETIC® APPLIANCES - LIMITED 2 YEAR WARRANTY
  › CONVERTER - LIMITED 2 YEAR WARRANTY
  › CONGOLEUM CARE FREE® VINYL FLOORING - LIMITED 3 YEAR COLD CRACK WARRANTY
  › TPO ROOF MEMBRANE - LIMITED 12 YEAR WARRANTY (MEMBRANE)
  › DEXTER® AXLES - LIMITED 5 YEARS/LIFETIME WELD WARRANTY
   *= EFFECTIVE SEPTEMBER 1, 2016
  › LIONSHEAD® ST TIRES - LIMITED 12 MONTH/5 YEAR
    ★ 12 MONTH LIONSHEAD “NO EXCUSES GUARANTEE”*
    ★ 5 YEAR ST LIONSHEAD MANUFACTURER’S DEFECT WARRANTY*
   *= EFFECTIVE WITH MANUFACTURER’S DATE CODE STARTING IN 2016/SEPT. 2016

Notes
OWNERSHIP PERKS!

✦ FREE ONE YEAR MEMBERSHIP IN THE COACHMEN OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION; THE LARGEST CORPORATE SPONSORED CAMPING CLUB IN NORTH AMERICA
✦ COA PROVIDES A BROAD SPECTRUM OF VALUE PROPOSITIONS FOR OUR OWNERS INCLUDING:
  › TOWING
  › PLANNED TRIPS/ TOURS
  › RALLIES AT BULK RATE DISCOUNTS
  › FREE TRIP ROUTING
  › FREE CAMPGROUND DIRECTORY
  › FREE MONTHLY NEWSLETTERS
  › MAIL FORWARDING
  › A DEDICATED COA WEB SITE
  › LOCAL & STATE CLUB ACTIVITIES
  › CARAVAN CHAPTER MEMBERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
  › MOST IMPORTANTLY, COA ENHANCES THE COACHMEN OWNERSHIP & RV LIFESTYLE EXPERIENCE.

ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE
✦ COACHMEN INCLUDES ONE YEAR OF SAFERIDE RV MOTOR CLUB® EMERGENCY ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE FOR THOSE WHO BUY A NEW COACHMEN RV. THIS SERVICE GIVES COACHMEN OWNERS 24/7 ACCESS TO OPERATIONAL, TECHNICAL & EMERGENCY ROAD SERVICES, INCLUDING:
  › TOWING
  › JUMP STARTS
  › TIRE CHANGES
  › FLUID DELIVERY
  › LOCKOUT SERVICE
  › WINCH OUT
  › MOBILE MECHANIC
  › TECHNICAL SUPPORT
  › DEALER LOCATOR SERVICES
  › NO MATTER WHERE YOU GO, WE’RE READY TO HELP!
INTERACTIVE OWNERSHIP PERKS!

INTERACTIVE FEATURES
- Filter by classification
- English & French translations
- Interactive table of contents
- Live search POS
- Downloadable supplier manuals
- RV how-to videos
- Downloadable PDF version
- Mobile apps for Android® & Apple® devices

HOW-TO VIDEOS
- Water tank levels
- Connect city water
- De-winterization
- Electrical systems
- Emptying holding tanks
- Filling fresh water tank
- Heating & cooling
- Hitching your 5th wheel
- Sanitizing the water system
- Slide room operation
- TV antenna & cable
- Waste water systems
- Winterization

www.ForestRiverBuyLocal.com

All information contained in this publication is believed to be accurate at the time of print. However, during the model year it may be necessary to make revisions, & Coachmen reserves the right to make all such changes without notice; including prices, colors, materials, equipment, & specifications, as well as the addition of new models & the discontinuance of models shown. Therefore, please consult with your Coachmen dealer & confirm the existence of any materials, design or specifications that are material to your purchase decision. Some items shown for demonstration use only. *=Where Applicable. Standards, options, & specifications based on models built after 12/1/18. Revision 4/22/19.
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